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Mick Lennon, Provisional 1st Carentan 2015 

Leicester Continental Club 

The Leicester Continental Clubs birds were 

basketed on Thursday with around 8,700 

others to make their way down to the 

Cherbourg Peninsula with the Midland 

National Flying Club. It had been fairly 

obvious from earlier on in the week that a 

North wind was likely across the course and 

so it was expected to be a steady race, 

much different to twelve months ago when 

the birds were hurtling along at over 2,000 

YPM. 

After attending marking at Atherstone I 

sensed a touch of trepidation and concern 

with the forecast for the weekend and all 

the fanciers I spoke with agreed that it 

would be a testing race that would make for 

an interesting day sat in the garden or yard. 

My 8 little warriors were put through in 

timely fashion and after a little chat with a 

few of the fanciers it was back home for me 

and during the day I started to receive the 

texts and emails with the single bird 

nominations on. Thanks very much for 

getting them to me early gents, it makes my 

life much easier! 
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A day at work for me on Friday seemed to 

drag on for two reasons. Firstly I was really 

looking forward to Saturday and secondly I 

unfortunately copped a bit of a bang when 

training the yearlings on Thursday so I was 

anxious to get home and see what had 

made it back on the second day! A quick 

check of the weather forecast that evening 

and I had rounded up the remaining few 

Single Bird Nominations before getting my 

head down, rising on Saturday morning 

with anticipation. After checking the MNFC 

website and seeing the news that the 

liberation had taken place at 10:30am in a 

light East North East wind I raised a little 

smile, knowing it wasn't going to be 

straightforward, and now all we could do 

was do what pigeon men and women love 

to do…wait. 

As birds started to arrive further down 

country is was only a matter of time before 

the first birds for the Continental Club 

began to arrive. The first bird was clocked 

to last year’s League Champion, starting out 

where he left off last season, in Provisional 

1st place, Mick Lennon of Nuneaton.  

 

Provisional 1st Carentan 2015 

The pigeon that Mick clocked is a 3 year old 

Roger Maris who has been a reliable 

performer inland for the Nuneaton outfit, 

having secured many prizes in his racing 

career so far, including a Fed topping 

performance in 2014. In fact this was the 

first time that this pigeon had seen the 

English Channel. Nobody can doubt Mick's 

credentials in the Midland National races as 

whether it is a tougher race like yesterday 

or they are hurtling along at 50/60 mph, 

Mick is surely one of the first names the big 

hitters look for on the sheet.  

 

2nd Provisional Leicester Continental Club 

Carentan for Rob Glover 

In Provisional 2nd place we have a new 

member to the club, Rob Glover. Rob has 

clocked a yearling which was storming to 

the loft by all accounts according to my spy 

who was there to witness the arrival, and 

this bird is doing 1231.31 compared to 

Mick's 1242.64. The bird that came belting 

to the Earl Shilton loft is a Van Lint yearling 

hen that has been raced on roundabout. 

She was prepared for the task having had 

every race this year with the Warwick 

Federation and has been very consistent so 

far.  

Another new member in the club, Chris 

Watts of Glenfield, looks to have secured 

3rd place provisionally. After going about 

his business fairly quietly in the last couple 

of years since restarting in the sport, Chris 
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has put up some excellent results and we 

know that he also has a fairly quick Single 

Bird Nomination pigeon which is certainly 

going to be in the mix once the final results 

are clarified.  

 

Provisional 3rd Carentan 

The first bird in the clock for Chris was bred 

by himself and is a 2 year old hen sent 

sitting 10 day eggs. She is of Chris's old Alf 

Chamberlain lines which he managed to get 

back when he started back up again. Even 

20 years after Alf's famous Kings Cup win 

from Lerwick these pigeons are still doing 

the business on steady days. Edging 4th 

place Provisionally we head out into the 

South East section where J & T Gateley, 

who had a fantastic maiden season in the 

Continental Club last year, clocked to record 

1151.96. As I said, they just pipped Crossley 

and Truszowski, also from the South East 

section, who recorded 1151.67 to take 

Provisional 5th in their first old bird race 

with the club. 

 

Alistair Ewart (left) and Vince Crossley, part of 

Melton contingent in the Continental Club 

So that's the top 5, provisionally recorded. 

The rest of the Provisionals look to have 

John Gilbert in 6th, just ahead of Jerry 

Wright in 7th place on 1149 and 1143 

respectively. Alistair Ewart of the Ewart 

Bros was in fine spirits when he came 

through the door at clocking last night as his 

first pigeon was his Nom bird. We know the 

pigeon has claimed 8th place, provisionally, 

but I'm afraid Alistair it looks like you may 

have been pipped to the post in the Nom! 

Maybe if you hadn't been messing round 

fixing that broken loft you could have 

grabbed a few extra seconds! In 9th place 

on the Provisionals is John Murphy, 

followed by the original small loft man Mick 

Lovell, flying his old and young birds to a 

9x6 two-section loft! Derek Leitch is 11th 

place currently with more new members in 

the shape of Sturgess, Son and Grandson in 

12th. Finally bringing up the rear of the 

result is the Newfoundpool Consortium 

with myself in 13th Place and Gaz Marsh in 

14th Place. There must be something going 

on in the water round here Gaz, I have 

noticed a couple of members looking a little 

worried about us and I wouldn't put it past 

Micky Lennon to bring a little sabotage in to 

play! 
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Gaz had me in stitches on Saturday morning 

telling me about the hassle he went 

through on Friday evening. I'll let him fill in 

all the details but after getting the bus back 

from Shilton with a trusty old STB clock 

which Gaz said he could only just pick up 

and following a couple of shandies he 

decided he needed to pop into his Mum's 

because he couldn't hold in his "jimmy 

riddle" until he got home. Following this a 

walk home ensued and it was only after 

several minutes he realised he had lost his 

clock! A quick turnaround and after some 

misdemeanours which I could not possibly 

publish he found the STB on his Mum's 

doorstep, remembering that he had to put 

the clock down to get in the front door as it 

was that heavy! Never change Gaz, tales 

like this are what keep pigeon racing alive! 

That's all for now, I will get the main result 

out and done as soon as the Midland 

National Flying Club have their result done 

but as I have said previously, I think getting 

this Provisional result out quickly with the 

race still fresh in our minds is a good plan. 

Please remember to get photos and 

information about your first birds and your 

Nom pigeons to me quickly as I can then 

include them in this report but more 

importantly the final report. 

John Ghent 

Press Officer and Secretary 

Leicester Continental Club 

07510 866515 

johnghent@me.com 
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